
 

 

 

 

 

 

Chemical potential 

 

A snail claimed that it could escape the periodic table maze,  

travel from H to He. This had never been done, could not. 

Entry to a block required a password starting with letters  

in that block, so He could be Hell. If no word, it would turn  

left or right. I dropped it on the H of hydrogen like a bomb,  

facing south, and off it went, slithering to Li shouting Lifeless,  

then to Na crying Napalm, as it entered K it squealed Killings.   

Rb lay ahead, it paused, digging into its store of words. A word  

starting with Rb? Nothing, so left turn. Cannon, it shouted as  

it entered calcium, Scud, Time-bomb, Violence, in quick fire.  

It sped through the chromium block bellowing Criminals, sharp  

turn before magnesium for no word starts with Mn. Mobsters,  

Warlords it spat, gliding over its slime, then sharp left before Sg.  

Revenge, Ostracize, Irk and then it screeched to a halt. I giggled,  

the game was up. It reached Pt with no turning option. Pt like Au  

had arrested the progress of millions before, deaths in collapsed  

mineshafts, homesteads and landscapes destroyed. But it cheated,  

the snail, it cheated, leapt into the air, did a somersault, landing  

on gold. It strut on like an olympic winner yelling Aggressor,  

Culprit, a right turn and smack into the zinc gate. Surely now  

it was over. It mumbled gibberish: Znostic, Znorit, Zneddle.  

Defeated, it wept, shrank, melted into itself and retreated into  

its spiral den. Rather than mock it, as I had every right to, I  

lifted the little fellow and gently placed it on Ga facing north.  

It resurfaced, yelling Gangster, but then changed to Gallantry,  

Altruism, Brotherhood, right turn, Compassion, Nurture, Open,  

Forgive, Neighbourly and a final left exclaiming Heaven not  

Hell. “Yes!” I shouted. Then suddenly I awoke to my madness.  

Embarrassed, I looked up at those in the library staring at me,  

quickly dropping my gaze to continue my chemistry readings. 
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